Characteristics and Therapeutic Targeting of Minimal Residual Disease in Childhood Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia.
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common childhood cancer. Early response to therapy, especially the measurement of minimal residual disease (MRD), remains the most reliable and strongest independent prognostic parameter. Intriguingly, little is known on the mechanisms sustaining MRD in that disease. Here, we summarize existing evidence on the influences of molecular genetics and clonal architecture of childhood ALL on disease persistence. Also, the impact of the leukemic niche on residual leukemia cells in the bone marrow and extramedullary compartments is reviewed. We further discuss existing in vivo models of minimal residual disease based on different cellular labelling strategies and engraftment of ALL cells in immunodeficient mouse strains. We finally draw some conclusions on potential strategies targeting residual ALL cells, with a focus on cellular and antibody-based immunotherapy.